Dinner with Frayed – May 19, 2007
‘When you see passion in another, you know you stand in the company of greatness!’
Frayed is a new ‘Mountain Rock Band’ made up of 3 beautiful young men who have a
passion for their music that is rarely seen.
To catch up on how we met the boys in Frayed please see ‘Wayne’s Blog,’
Over the Christmas season in an email exchange, we had all agreed to get together for
dinner one night. What we couldn’t agree on though was when. Well we finally landed on
a date last week and we joined Jeremy Cooper, Dallas Lockery and Jordan Faye for
dinner at Jeremy’s house on Saturday May 19, 2007.
We took the train into Toronto.
Playing with the reflection of the window while waiting
for our train.

Meet 26 year old Jeremy Cooper, Bass player for
Frayed.

Meet 23 year old Dallas Lockery.

Meet 23 year old Jordan Faye.
Jordan Faye Article
The guys honored us by bringing their friend John who
is a chef to BBQ us the most perfect rib eye steak and
grilled veggies. I can’t remember ever eating such a
perfect steak!! I was
cutting it with a butter
knife!!
John the Chef.

Mmmmmmmm what a steak!!

Once we had eaten the antics, fun,
music and compelling conversation
began. Here are some fun photos to
give you an idea. ☺

Jordan considering something Wayne had said.

Dallas listening in.

Jeremy seeming intrigued
What a wonderful and refreshing bunch. They ask
questions and genuinely listen to the answer. They also
answer questions to the best of the ability. It was a learning
and growing experience for all of us!!

Good friends Jordan and Dallas have
known each other for a very long time.
Imagine getting to do what you love to do
most with close friends.

Dallas and Jeremy goofing around.
How many hands can we get on the fret board?

Dallas expressing his love of
being a minstrel. ☺

Jeremy and Jordan playing us a tune.

Jeremy, ‘I think it went like this...’

Jordan, ‘Yeah, that feels good.’
We were having such a great time that the
evening slipped by and before we knew it;
we had half an hour to get to the train
station.

Jeremy kindly called us a cab.
We jumped into the cab as soon as it arrived and
Wayne stated that we only had 10 minutes to catch
the last train or we would miss it. The taxi driver got
us quickly to the
train station and we
made the train with 2 minutes to spare.
Wayne on the train home wearing his alien hat, bought
for him in Roswell Arizona by Kat on her trip across the
US.
We happily board the train, feeling satisfied with how we
had spent our evening, knowing we would be seeing the
guys again soon.

In Gratitude
Kat McCarthy
Email Kat
PS from Wayne:
What I felt that evening was an intense passion for life that these three individuals have
and how it transcends into their music on every level. They remain open to all there is
and more than willing to discover and embrace new ideas into their lives that will expand
themselves and everyone who connects with them.
To John the Chef, I bow gracefully to you in all your magnificence. To quote a Muppet
Swedish Chef, “Hmmmmmm, bork, bork, hmmmmmm, bork bork”
I send heartfelt thanks to the boys, for sharing their passions and energies that evening
in May, to help enhance my life. I appreciate you Jordan, Dallas and Jeremy, AKAFrayed.
Peace and Love
Wayne Parker
Email Wayne

